Purpose To improve cytometric phenotyping abilities and better understand cell populations with high interindividual variability, a novel Raman-based microanalysis was developed to characterize macrophages on the basis of chemical composition, specifically to measure and characterize intracellular drug distribution and phase separation in relation to endogenous cellular biomolecules. Methods The microanalysis was developed for the commercially-available WiTec alpha300R confocal Raman microscope. Alveolar macrophages were isolated and incubated in the presence of pharmaceutical compounds nilotinib, chloroquine, or etravirine. A Raman data processing algorithm was specifically developed to acquire the Raman signals emitted from single-cells and calculate the signal contributions from each of the major molecular components present in cell samples.
INTRODUCTION
Serving as the frontline of the mammalian inflammatory immune response, macrophages play a pivotal role in the defense and maintenance of all organ systems. At the gas-air interface of the lungs reside alveolar macrophages. Within the alveoli, these cells sequester inhaled particulate matter while pulmonary blood flow through the lung also exposes them to systemically circulating drug compounds (1) (2) (3) . Small molecules with high lipophilicity and weakly basic amine groups may passively diffuse through cellular membranes, becoming protonated and positively charged within the acidic lysosomal compartments (4-7). The electrostatically-charged form of the molecule has a much lower membrane permeability which prevents its exit by passive diffusion, causing intracellular accumulation of the compound. Bioaccumulation of small molecules has been reported for a multitude of drug compounds and in many cases has been linked with the concurrent accumulation of lipids within various organs and cell types (8) (9) (10) . In many cases, these foreign chemical compounds have been reported to accumulate within alveolar macrophages (11, 12) . To date, there is no direct association with toxicity but in terms of drugs, regulatory agencies (FDA and corresponding administrations in Europe and Japan) generally consider it a potentially adverse reaction and as such, are hesitant to grant such compounds market-approval (13) . Despite an abundance of research endeavors over the past 30 years, the relationship between drug exposure, lipid accumulation, and observed organ toxicity has yet to be firmly established (14) (15) (16) . The presence of Bfoamy^lipid-laden macrophages has historically served as the histopathological hallmark with transmission electron microscopy providing the gold standard for diagnosis (17, 18) . Though robust and adaptable, perhaps macrophages have a quantifiable limit to how much foreign material they can stably carry. As such, we believe quantitative characterization of this system and its limits would surely serve to improve our understanding of the riskbenefit properties for a multitude of clinically-effective drugs.
Confocal Raman micro-spectroscopy offers a novel approach for the quantitative study of bioaccumulation phenomena at the microscopic level, allowing direct chemical analysis of single cells without the need for radiolabels or fluorescent tags (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . In short, an excitation laser is coupled to a confocal microscope via fiber optic cable and focused into a 3D voxel which then scans the sample. A portion of the laser light is absorbed by the sample, inducing molecular vibrations, while the remaining energy is scattered as light of different wavelengths. Scattered light is separated by a diffraction grating and the number of emitted photons at each wavelength is detected across a CCD detector array. The change in wavelength relative to the laser is referred to as the Raman shift and is measured in wavenumbers (cm −1 ); the number of photons detected at each wavenumber form the basis of Raman spectra which serve as molecular Bfingerprints^and can be interpreted to characterize the chemical composition of the analyzed sample. Advantages of Raman-based techniques include minimal sample preparation, non-destructive analysis, and potential identification of unknown chemical species present within a sample of interest. While conventional methods such as flow cytometry, immunostaining, and fluorescent dyes provide only relative measurements, Raman enables the direct measurement of unadulterated cellular samples. Wielding submicron spatial resolution capabilities, confocal Raman micro-spectroscopy enables chemical composition analysis at the subcellular and cell population levels (24) (25) (26) .
In an effort to improve cytometric phenotyping abilities and better understand a cell population that is highly variable between individuals, a novel Raman-based microanalysis was developed and employed to characterize pulmonary alveolar macrophages on the basis of chemical composition, specifically to measure and characterize intracellular drug distribution and phase separation in relation to proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. Although Raman-based measurements of intracellular drug accumulation have been reported previously, to the best of our knowledge this study represents the first report of drug distribution mapped at the subcellular level in relation to the most abundant endogenous molecular species comprising typical eukaryotic cells (4, 27, 28) . Additionally, we introduce a novel analytical approach for the screening of bioaccumulation phenomena throughout cell populations, thereby establishing the analytical foundations for a robust quantitative high-content cytometric methodology that only requires a small number of cells. This makes the approach feasible for use in the clinical setting which will permit a more accurate cellular phenotypic analysis than ever before possible. Overall, this study demonstrates the feasibility of our novel sample preparation and Raman-based chemical characterization methodology for the purposes of alveolar macrophage compositional phenotyping and intracellular drug accumulation measurements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
BAL Cell Isolation, Culture, and Preparation C57BL/6 mice (4-week old males; Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were acclimatized for 1 week in a pathogen-free animal facility prior to euthanasia via CO 2 asphyxiation. The tracheae were surgically isolated, cannulated, and alveolar cells were procured via bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) with sterile phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS; Gibco Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) containing 0.5 mM EDTA (Sigma) (29) . BAL cell suspensions were centrifuged and cell pellets were resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) at~300 cells/μL and 15 μL of suspension was transferred to surface of sterilized silicon chips (5x5mm; Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) within a 24-well plate (1 chip per well); cells were incubated (37°C, 5% CO 2 ) for 1 h to allow for adherence of macrophages. RPMI 1640 medium (750 μL), blank or containing drug at the indicated concentration, was added to each well and cells were incubated for specified amounts of time (37°C, 5% CO 2 ). Following drug incubation, culture medium was removed via vacuum and silicon chips were rinsed via brief submersion in isotonic saline (0.9% NaCl wt/wt) then deionized water to remove salt; the residual water was wicked away immediately with a Kimwipe to prevent cell lysis. Samples were air-dried, depositing the non-volatile cellular components as dry dispersions on the surface of silicon chips.
Reagents and Reference Components
To generate representative reference sample spectra, the chemical components of interest were dissolved in an appropriate solvent and an aliquot was transferred to the surface of a silicon chip. The solvent evaporated at room temperature leading to deposition of reference material in the form of thin dispersions on the surface of the chip. Protein, lipid, and nucleic acid reference spectra were acquired from dispersions of bovine albumin (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC; Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, AL), and DNA (from salmon sperm; AmResco Inc., Solon, OH), respectively. The following drug compounds were procured from various sources: nilotinib (free base; LC laboratories, Woburn, MA), chloroquine (diphosphate salt; Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO), and etravirine (Advanced ChemBlocks Inc., Burlingame, CA). Drugs were dissolved in methanol, spotted on silicon chips and allowed to dry; reference spectra were obtained from each dry dispersion.
Stoichiometric Calibration Methodology
Formulated as stoichiometric mixtures of drug and DPPC dissolved in a solution of methanol and water (5:1 respective volumetric ratio), a known volume was transferred to the surface of a silicon chip and the solvent was allowed to air-dry. Calibration samples were intelligently designed to result in thin dispersions of drug and phospholipid (in known mass ratios) that most closely represented the dimensions and conditions of the drug-treated cell samples under investigation. Additionally, stoichiometric mixtures of protein and DNA were dissolved in water, deposited onto silicon chips, and allowed to air-dry. Reference and calibration samples were analyzed using large area scan methodology and average spectra with standard deviations from each scan are reported herein. Least squares regression modelling was used to quantitatively interpret the acquired calibration spectra and extract the % signal for each component (i.e. phospholipid and drug). Linear correlation of % drug signal with the actual mass ratio of drug in phospholipid enabled inferring the extent of drug accumulation in discrete lipid inclusions.
Raman Measurements
All Raman spectra and images were acquired by the WiTec alpha300R confocal Raman microscope equipped with the 532 nm solid-state sapphire excitation laser (0-55 mW, tunable intensity range) and a 100x air objective (Zeiss Epiplan-NEOFLUAR, N.A. = 0.9) coupled to CCD detector via a multi-mode fiber of 100 μm diameter, serving as the confocal pinhole. Single-cell Raman imaging was performed via continuous area scan across entire sample region. Each Raman image consisted of 90 × 90 spectra with exposure time of 0.3 s each, resulting in 8100 spectra with a total acquisition time of approximately 45 min per cell. Point spectra were acquired by focusing laser on nuclei or cytoplasmic inclusions and averaging Raman signal for 25 s. Integrated Raman spectra were acquired via continuous scan of a 20 × 20 μm area using a 50x air objective lens (Zeiss Epiplan-NEOFLUAR, N.A. = 0.75) with pixel dimensions of 1μm 2 ; the integration time was set to 0.1 s per spectrum, yielding 400 spectra with an acquisition time of~1 min per cell.
Algorithmic Data Preprocessing
Unless noted otherwise, all Raman spectral data were preprocessed using equivalent algorithm parameters. Initial data preprocessing was performed in WiTec Project FOUR software to remove cosmic ray interference and perform spectral smoothing. The data were then exported to Matlab® (Natick, MA USA) and the remainder of preprocessing and analysis were performed using algorithms developed in-house. The spectral regions of interest were excised from the dataset between the wavenumbers 1200-3200 (cm ) and used for all subsequent preprocessing. Background subtraction was performed via baseline estimation within multiple shifted windows across the spectra followed by regression of the varying baseline to window points via spline approximation. The spectra were then normalized by the standard deviation (yielding a standard deviation of 1 for all spectra). Spectral regions of interest, 1200-1800 and 2700-3200 cm −1 (including 2100-2300 cm −1 for etravirine-treated samples), were then interpreted via statistical analysis. Each pixel of integrated area scans was preprocessed individually and the spectral signals were summed across the entire scanned area, yielding a single Raman spectrum for each cell analyzed.
Statistical Interpretation of Raman Hyperspectral Datasets
To extract relevant chemical information from the acquired hyperspectral datasets, non-negative least squares regression modelling was employed; using pure component reference spectra, measured Raman spectra were deconvoluted to determine the relative signal contributions from each component of interest according to the following model:
Where:
v relative wavenumber or Raman shift (cm
The relative signal contribution for each component was calculated using the regression estimators; the following example calculation was provided for clarity:
To assess model accuracy, the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) was calculated by comparing the variance initially present in the measured sample spectrum with the remaining variance (calculated across the residual spectrum) after regression analysis and subsequently used to determine the fraction of information contained within the measured Raman spectrum that is unexplained by the reference component library as follows:
For single cell imaging, the algorithm was applied on a perpixel basis to every spectrum of cell image and pseudo-color Raman maps were generated using the relative signal contributions from each of the reference components. The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) was calculated for each pixel and used to determine the relative percent of Raman signal unexplained by the reference library spectra; 3D surface plots were generated to indicate specific subcellular regions that deviated from the reference library components. For drug-treated cell samples, a four-component regression model was applied and the relative drug signal contribution was translated into relative drug mass according to the stoichiometric calibration curve. To assess subcellular drug distribution, single-cell Raman images were acquired and 3D surface plots were generated with the relative drug mass plotted on the z-axis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Experimental Setup and Raman Microanalysis
Herein a silicon chip served as robust and reliable sample substrate; despite being exceptionally economical, they are often overlooked as a candidate-substrate for Raman microanalysis of single cells (19) . Sample preparation on silicon enabled isolation of adherent BAL cells from healthy mice, presumably alveolar macrophages, as thin dry dispersions on the surface of the chip. Upon reflected brightfield inspection, the cells exhibited a rainbow-colored appearance which was attributed to the thin-film interference of light passing through the sample and reflection from the silicon surface; indicating the vertical thickness of each cell was in the submicron range. Assuming the sample thickness to be less than 1.5 μm (equal to the theoretical height of the confocal voxel) Raman images acquired across a single z-plane were representative of the total cellular contents. Single-cell Raman imaging methodology was employed to acquire Raman hyperspectral datasets for 36 individual cells, which were then used to develop a robust computational algorithm (Fig. 1b) . The automated spectral pre-processing parameters, which included cosmic ray removal, a moving average smoothing matrix, baseline correction, and normalization, were optimized to extract the pure sample Raman spectra on a per-pixel-basis.
Statistical Modelling and Single-Cell Imaging
To translate the acquired Raman signals into chemically relevant information, a least squares regression model was employed (30, 31) . Although more sophisticated statistical approaches are commonly utilized (i.e. principal component analysis), least squares regression is most appropriate because it allows for direct quantitative measurement of specific phenotypic/compositional changes in macrophages that occur in response to drug exposure or lung injury, thereby providing direct extraction of biologically-relevant information from the acquired spectra. Utilizing the most abundant biochemical components present within a typical eukaryotic cell (i.e. protein, lipid, and nucleic acid) as reference spectra (Fig.  1a) , the measured sample spectra were deconvoluted into the relative signal contribution from each component, yielding R 2 values of >0.9 for most pixels of each Raman image -image pixels with R 2 < 0.75 were used to identify cell edges and assign silicon substrate to black. In terms of spectral modeling, extracted biomolecular components from eukaryotic cells are reported to yield Raman signals which can be accurately modelled using pure component reagent reference spectra (i.e. bovine albumin, bovine heart lipids, salmon sperm DNA, etc.) from commercially-available sources (23, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) ; this is possible because all cellular proteins are composed of polypeptide chains with 20 different amino acids, lipids are primarily composed of long hydrocarbon chains, and nucleic acids are long sugar-phosphate chains of only 5 different nucleotides (DNA and RNA). A pseudo-color ternary scale (Fig.  1c) was used to visualize the relative signal contributions from each component across the entirety of each measured cell, thereby generating Raman chemical images of individual cells (Fig. 1d) . Furthermore, regression analysis residuals were utilized to calculate the percent of unexplained spectral variance at each pixel of the Raman images (Fig. 1e) .
Punctate patterns were detected throughout the cytoplasm which gave rise to Raman signals unaccounted for by the reference spectra library; the most notable spectral deviations, revealed by the residual spectra, occurred around 1593 cm −1 (Fig. S-1) . The Raman band consistently observed at 1585 cm −1 likely represents mitochondrial cytochrome c; further studies are required to understand the relationship between this Raman signal and metabolic activity in eukaryotic cells (37) (38) (39) . The presence of the cytochrome c peak in a punctate pattern associated with the cytoplasm of cells suggests cells remained viable during the course of drug treatment and confirms that cytochrome c did not leak out of mitochondria into the cytosol, before or during Raman image data acquisition. Within single cells, the cytoplasm could be clearly distinguished from the protein-rich nuclei; cytoplasmic inclusions gave rise to heterogeneous Raman signals which we attributed to the presence of lipid-rich inclusions (e.g. lamellar bodies, lysosomes, other membranous organelles, etc.) and nucleic acid-rich regions (e.g. mitochondria, stress granules, P bodies, etc.). Our Raman imaging methodology successfully revealed compositional heterogeneity on a per-cell basis and identified Bfoamy^lipid-laden macrophages throughout, indicating the feasibility of cell population phenotyping on a compositional basis (Fig. 2a) . Cell morphology as measured by our Raman methodology, namely subcellular distribution of biomolecular components and compartmentation of components in specific organelles (i.e. nucleus, cytoplasm, lipid-rich inclusions, etc.) was consistent with that reported by alternative staining techniques (i.e. phalloidin for protein, Oil Red O or Nile red for lipid, and DAPI for DNA) (40,41) as well as Raman imaging studies reported by other groups (25, 42) . To more thoroughly explore the intracellular structure of cells and confirm the validity of our statistical model, 1.5 × 1.5 μm area average spectra corresponding with specific subcellular compartments were extracted from single-cell Raman images; the three regions of interest were nuclei, cytoplasm, and lipid-rich cytoplasmic regions which were respectively assigned visually as the large red circular spots (~10% cell volume), yellow-orange cytoplasmic regions, and brightgreen cytoplasmic regions (Fig. 2b) . Twenty-five spectra were extracted from each of the specified regions of interest and deconvoluted via regression modelling to estimate the relative signal contribution from each major component of interest (Fig. 2c) . The lipid-rich regions emitted Raman spectra which closely matched that of the phospholipid reference spectra DPPC, the primary chemical component of pulmonary surfactant (43) . Additionally, point spectra were acquired from the nuclei and corresponding cytoplasmic inclusion regions for 120 individual cells (Fig. S-3) . As evidenced by the averaged point spectra from 120 cytoplasmic inclusions, the unexplained band at 1585 cm −1 was absent from the most spectra, presumably because the entirety of each cell was not scanned. The calculated difference spectra revealed wavenumbers at which the most pronounced spectral differences occurred, which closely corresponded with the tentative vibrational assignments for the major Raman peaks of the most abundant biochemical species present in a typical eukaryotic cell (Table S-I) (23, 44) . Cytoplasmic regions and the nuclei of untreated cells primarily yielded Raman signals most closely matching that of protein with less apparent contributions from lipid and nucleic acid. This was consistent with the following theoretical relative masses reported for a typical eukaryotic cell (dry weight): 65% protein, 15% lipid, 5% nucleic acid (15% heterogeneous mixture of small molecular metabolites and ions) (45) . Regression modelling estimated relative Raman signal contributions within the nuclei were 78.7 ± 5.64% protein signal and 14.8 ± 5.26% nucleic acid signal with a negligible lipid signal of 6.46 ± 4.03% (average ± S.D., n = 120 cells). Quantitation via stoichiometric calibration with protein-to-DNA mixtures measured nucleic acid content at 20.6 ± 5.14% of total dry mass within nuclei ( Fig.  S-4 ) which was consistent with expected theoretical nucleic acid content for a typical eukaryotic cell nucleus.
Screening Cell Populations for Intracellular Drug Accumulation
For characterization of drug sequestration and accumulation within alveolar macrophages, three test compounds were chosen based on physicochemical properties and previous reports of intracellular accumulation (Table S-II) (4, 10, 46) . Reference spectra were acquired for each and characteristic peaks were identified to confirm each compound emitted a spectrallyunique Raman signal (Fig. S-5 ). The tyrosine kinase inhibitor nilotinib was chosen as the model compound for initial algorithm and quantitative method development purposes because it yields a relatively strong Raman signal and its intracellular accumulation has been reported by previous studies (4) . Stoichiometric calibration mixtures were generated, diluting the drug into lipid at known ratios, and the acquired Raman spectra were deconvoluted via regression modelling to extract the % nilotinib signal for each (Fig. 3a) . This methodology defined the linear range by correlating % drug signal with the actual relative mass (% wt/wt) in each calibration sample (Fig. 3b) ; the linear range was experimentally determined to be 3.5% -100% nilotinib (wt/wt). We then tested our methodology's ability to detect temporal accumulation of sequestered drug compounds by isolating and incubating alveolar macrophages in the presence of 8 μM nilotinib for 24 and 48 h. Samples were collected at appropriate time points, washed, dried, and analyzed via integrated Raman area scans (Fig. 4a) . The resulting Bintegrated^spec-tra represented the entirety of a cell's chemical components because Raman signals were acquired across each entire cell and were summed into the total Raman signal, yielding a single Bintegrated^spectrum for each cell analyzed (47) . Twenty individual cells were analyzed from each of the populations and their integrated spectra were algorithmically processed and interpreted via regression modelling (Fig. 4b) . Difference spectra were calculated by subtracting the average integrated spectrum of untreated control cells from each treated cell's integrated spectrum; the calculated difference spectra matched closely with the pure nilotinib reference spectrum and the observed spectral differences were attributed to temporal accumulation of nilotinib within the alveolar macrophages. By deconvoluting the integrated spectra via regression modelling and employing the calibration curve, the mass % of drug accumulation relative to each cell's total dry weight was determined for cell populations (Fig. 4c) . Our results indicated that after 48 h nilotinib represented 20% of an exposed cell's total chemical composition on average. This suggests nilotinib becomes one of the most abundant chemical species present within alveolar macrophages after 48-h exposure, exceeding theoretical estimates for typical lipid content of 15% (45) . It should be noted that differential accumulation was observed throughout the population with some cells sequestering noticeably more drug than others. It is quite likely that differences in drug sequestering ability and/or phenotype exist on a cell-by-cell basis throughout each macrophage population, as this has been reported for other compounds (12) . Since integrated area scans summed the Raman signals from across the entirety of each cell, the unknown band at 1585 cm −1 , attributed to mitochondrial cytochrome c, was clearly present in untreated cell spectra. Spectral overlap of this Raman signal with nilotinib's characteristic Raman peak resulted in minimal spectral interference: an average of 1.29% nilotinib (wt/wt) was reported in untreated cells (which was below nilotinib's limit of quantitation) and false-positives for drug detection occurred in <50% of the population. To verify method feasibility for the study of small molecules other than nilotinib, the test compounds chloroquine and etravirine were utilized. Stoichiometric calibration mixtures were utilized to experimentally determine the quantitative range of regression modelling for both compounds (Fig. S-6 ).
We then incubated isolated alveolar macrophages in the presence of 50 μM chloroquine or etravirine for 4 h, before preparation and analysis via integrated Raman scans. The average untreated cell spectrum was subtracted from each of the processed spectra acquired from treated cells and difference Pharm Res (2019) 36:2spectra were generated for each treatment group (Fig. S-7) . Spectral overlay revealed clear matches between each drug's reference spectrum and the calculated difference spectra, indicative of chemical bioaccumulation within exposed cells. Quantitative modelling estimated total cellular chloroquine content at 19.8 ± 13.9% (wt/wt) for the 20 cells analyzed; no falsepositives were detected among the untreated population. Etravirine accumulation was measured at 6.40 ± 3.47% (wt/ wt) of the total cellular contents for 20 cells analyzed, suggesting method feasibility for detection and screening of differential drug bioaccumulation in cell populations. The accumulation of drug molecules inside cells can be attributed to ion trapping of weakly basic molecules within the acidic lysosomes of cells, which is an important phenomenon with significant pharmacokinetic implications that is typically underrecognized but has been reported for many compounds (4, 12, 48) .
Single-Cell Raman Imaging for Quantitative Characterization of Intracellular Drug Distribution
Our Raman imaging algorithm was coupled with the stoichiometric calibration curve to quantitatively characterize intracellular accumulation and distribution of drug compounds in relation to subcellular compartments and endogenous biomolecules of interest. Drug incubation concentrations and exposure time were selected based on similar experimental studies that have also explored drug distribution inside cells, so our observations can be compared with the previous reports. 4, 10 First, the singlecell Raman imaging methodology was utilized to acquire datasets for individual macrophages incubated in the presence of 20 μM nilotinib for 8 h. Four-component regression modelling extracted % component signals on the per-pixel basis with the pseudo-color ternary scale indicating the relative signal contribution from endogenous biomolecules; the % drug signal was plotted on the z-axis so that the biological color intensity was contingent on signal contribution: accordingly fading to black as the drug's signal contribution increased (Fig. 5a ). On the x-y plane, Raman imaging enabled clear distinction between nucleus and cytoplasm and revealed the presence of lipid-rich regions, presumably lamellar bodies, throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 5b) . Translation of nilotinib signals to relative mass (wt/wt) and subsequent generation of 3D surface plots revealed distinct cytoplasmic inclusions, each approximately 2-3 μm in diameter and consisting of 30-65% nilotinib (wt/wt) in each of the specified regions (Fig. 5c ). Nilotinib was below its limit of quantitation (3.5% wt/wt) for most pixels of the cell image. Extraction of average spectra from indicated regions of interest allowed for clear visual matching of the major signal-contributing components throughout different regions of the cell (Fig. 5d) . Considering the physical dimensions of the confocal voxel and the resolution of these images, our results strongly suggest that nilotinib is phase separating and potentially precipitating intracellularly, presumably from within the acidic lysosomal compartments also known to accumulate lipids. Perhaps this explains why nilotinib self-aggregates were observed in close proximity to lipid-rich cytoplasmic regions (49) .
We then characterized the intracellular distribution patterns of chloroquine and etravirine accumulation in alveolar macrophages to show feasibility for quantitative chemical imaging of other compounds. Single-cell Raman images were acquired for cells from each treatment group and the datasets were algorithmically processed and interpreted using four-component regression modelling with respective drug reference spectra; the 3D pseudo-color scale was applied to each pixel of the processed datasets with the compound of interest plotted on the z-axis (Fig. 6a, b, 7a, b) to visualize signal contributors. Utilizing stoichiometric calibration curves for chloroquine and etravirine (Fig. S-6 ), the % drug signal was translated to relative mass (% wt/wt) for each pixel of the Raman images and 3D surface plots were generated to reveal the intracellular distribution of each compound. We detected chloroquine throughout the entire cell: nucleus and cytoplasm measured 10-15% (wt/wt), periphery regions of the cell were 15-20%, while the central lipid-rich region measured only 1-3% (Fig. 6c) . Representative spectra were extracted from regions of interest and overlaid to match the Raman signals throughout the cell with those of the reference components and verify spectral contributions from chloroquine (Fig. 6d) . In contrast to chloroquine behavior, etravirine was practically absent from the cellular nucleus (Fig. 7c) . The compound's signal varied throughout the cytoplasm, with many regions showing clear spectral contribution while others, specifically near the cell periphery, yielded drug-free Raman spectra (Fig. 7d) . Note the characteristic etravirine Raman peak at 2224 cm −1 , attributed to the compound's dual nitrile groups, was clearly detectable within treated cells.
To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first report of Raman-based measurements for quantitation of intracellular distribution of small molecule drugs in relation to the endogenous biomolecules of typical eukaryotic cells. Differential distribution behavior is attributable to the physicochemical properties of each drug compound. High logP (>3) of enabled drug partitioning into lipid membranes while the weakly basic amines of nilotinib and chloroquine also enabled lysosomal ion-trapping accumulation. The low solubility of nilotinib facilitated phase separation and selfaggregation from within the lysosomes, creating a solubilityequilibrium which greatly enhances intracellular accumulation. Our methodology offers a novel approach to quantitatively study intracellular drug accumulation and the corresponding phenotypic changes (i.e. phospholipid accumulation, Bfoam^cell formation, etc.) that are often associated with drug exposure and accumulation. Our results directly demonstrate the ability to monitor changes in the biochemical composition of alveolar macrophages that occur in response to drug exposure; more importantly, changes in the lipid and/ or drug content of these cells have been heavily implicated in the pathogenesis of a multitude of lung injuries (i.e. drug exposure, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, etc.) for this cell population which can feasibly be obtained in the clinical setting.
CONCLUSION
This study presents the foundation for a robust sample preparation and microanalysis methodology for Raman-based characterization of alveolar macrophages, specifically in the context of intracellular drug accumulation. Herein, we have demonstrated the ability to distinguish subcellular compartments based on chemical composition and identify Bfoamy^lipid-laden macrophages throughout cell populations; regression modelling coupled with our novel quantitative calibration enabled direct Raman measurements of cellular drug accumulation and intracellular distribution. Although future technological advances will enable faster, more reliable measurements, our proposed methodology will remain relevant. The broader implications and future directions of this work surround the mysterious and poorly understood role of Bfoamy^lipid-laden macrophages in the pathogenesis of a multitude of diseases such as drug-induced phopsholipidosis and associated organ toxicity, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, and aspiration-induced lung injury including acute respiratory distress syndrome. (11, 40, 50) Direct quantitation of total lipid content per cell is the next logical step in method development and will facilitate elucidation of the mysterious interplay between the lipid-laden macrophage phenotype and health status of the individual, specifically in the context of drug exposure and accumulation. We will analyze many cells throughout many populations; these datasets may then be statistically characterized using straightforward componentcomponent linear correlations, principal component analysis, machine learning methods (such as mixed effects random forests), and predictive linear mixed models. This novel Ramanbased cytometric approach will provide compositional profiles on the single-cell basis, thereby enabling the quantitative study of lung injury pathogeneses in a way which has not previously been possible. Since airway and alveolar macrophages are readily accessible in humans, we believe this cell population and our proposed methodology could provide a unique opportunity for the direct study of drug accumulation in patients, thereby enabling personalized therapies in the clinical setting. As humanity moves toward a future fraught with widespread drug use and greater overall exposure to xenobiotic small molecules, there exists an increasing need for the analysis of our absolute (bio)chemical composition in an effort to establish a reliable cytometric baseline profile for the idealized healthy individual.
